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Our future depends on trees.
Use wood thoughtfully.
Your table was once a tree.
Some day it could be 
something else.

Make sure your wood hasn’t 
travelled too far.
Reuse where possible.
Demand that it’s sustainably grown.

Buy less. Use your hands more.
Question how things are made, 
and what they are made from.
Learn how to make something — 
it’s revolutionary.

Invest in the traditions of craftsmanship.
Good design, made well, lasts longer.

Invite others to your table.
Enduring beauty is meant to be shared.
Create spaces that feed the soul.

Let’s reset our relationship 
to the living world.
Our everyday choices have power.
Choose as if all life depends on it.

From tree 
to table

am delighted to share with you our Golden Summary of 2021. 
Despite the challenges for people and businesses posed by 

the continued pandemic, we are proud of what we achieved during 
the year. 

As a social enterprise, we are committed to making a positive impact 
on people and the planet. Many of you have seen our journey from 
a grassroots community start-up to becoming one of the leading 
sustainable furniture designer makers in the UK and we are excited to 
see an increasing interest in how more circular business models 
like ours can pave the way forward for doing business.

I hope you will take a moment to browse this Golden Summary 
and see our evolving design aesthetic along with our continued 
commitment to supporting the community. 2021 was a pivotal year for 
Goldfi	nger	as	we	launched	our	fi	rst	furniture	collection	and	received	
widespread coverage in the press, including Dezeen, Elle Decoration, 
the Financial Times and The Guardian.

Please consider yourself invited to your personal guided tour of our 
workshop and a chance to discuss your next design project over a 
coffee and cantuccio in our Sicilian restaurant Panella.

Warm wishes,

Marie Cudennec Carlisle
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SDG No. 2 — Zero Hunger

SDG No. 3 — Good Health and Well-Being

SDG No. 4 — Quality Education

SDG No. 8 — Decent Work & Economic Growth

SDG No. 12 — Responsible Consumption & Production

SDG No. 13 — Climate Action

In our commitment to people and  
planet, we measure our success in line 
with five United Nations Sustainable  
Development Goals for 2030.

 S D G  N O .  1 2

+  44 kg in 2021 
402 tonnes total

	 	of	material	rescued	from	landfill	and	lovingly	
crafted into something beautifully new.

 S D G  N O .  1 2

+  279 kg in 2021 
279 kg total

  of timber used from local trees felled due to 
weather incidents or urban development. 2021 is 
the	first	year	we’ve	tracked	this	metric.

 S D G  N O .  3

+  197 hours in 2021 
1,924 hours total

  of training in sustainable craft given to our 
community free of charge.

 S D G  N O .  1 3

+  11.27 kg in 2021 
109 tonnes total

  of CO2e saved by using salvaged rather than 
virgin	material.	That’s	162	return	flights	from	
London to New York.

 S D G  N O .  8

+  288 hours in 2021 
14,097 hours total

  of paid and meaningful work created for  
local young people not in education,  
employment or training. 

 S D G  N O .  2

+  5 kg in 2021 
2.6 tonnes total

	 	of	food	saved	from	landfill.	Our	People’s	
Kitchen rescues perfectly good food from 
nearby shops to cook for the community.

 S D G  N O .  2

+   3023 meals in 2021 
11,002 meals total 

	 	prepared	and	served	by	our	People’s	Kitchen	
initiative to 200 vulnerable local residents in 
our community.

Our impact  
 so far

 S D G  N O .  4

+  612 hours in 2021 
1224 hours total 

  of teaching given to school children in  
sustainable design and craftsmanship.
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Prince’s Mews 
Scandi-inspired dining table with terracotta steel legs, giving new life to elm  
wood felled in Eastbourne, East Sussex. Paired with a matching elm bench featuring 
exposed hand-cut joinery (including wedged-through tenons), the table and bench 
were launched as part of our made-to-order retail collection. (see p. 16)

Bespoke furniture 
 projects

Throughout 2021, we designed and made furniture for homes and businesses across 
London, collaborating with renowned architects and interior designers who share our 
vision for beautiful, consciously-crafted furniture that treads lightly upon the planet.

Using traditional tools and joinery techniques, our artisans carefully handcrafted each 
piece using superior materials with the lowest carbon footprint — creating bespoke 
furniture built to last a lifetime.



Vicarage Gardens
Three-metre dining table handcrafted from solid walnut.  
Its	base	features	a	five-way	mitre	joint	with	floating	tenons	
that	are	almost	invisible,	creating	a	fluid,	sculptural	form	that	
is both strong and elegant.

“ The Goldfinger designers and makers are  
artists. Daniele challenged us to think  
differently about the style, curves, table thick-
ness, and finish. Our table reflects the clients, 
their personality, lifestyle and space much 
better than if we’d run with our initial ideas.”

 Caitlin, Interior Designer

Bespoke for  
 the home

Lower Farm
Douglas	fir	dining	table	with	a	split	waney-edge	table	top	
and walnut wedge detailing designed for outdoors. The table 
is designed to be assembled with a mallet and nothing else. 
There	are	no	screws	or	metal	fixings,	simply	handmade,	 
self-supporting joinery. 
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Fore Partnership
Series of bespoke pieces for Cadworks, Glasgow,  
the	official	venue	of	COP26,	commissioned	by	our	partners	
at Fore Partnership, a purpose-driven real estate investment 
firm.	This	included	a	reception	desk	made	from	solid	oak	
with metal components and LED lights, two ash co-working 
tables with a waney edge top, steel bases, custom electrical 
sockets and wireless charging docks, and a series of ash  
coffee tables with matching steel bases.

South Kensington Estates
Set	of	bespoke	planters	made	for	their	office	space,	 
breathing new life into reclaimed cedar donated by Harvey 
Nichols (leftover from their 2019 Christmas window display. 
This project saved 2.47Kg of CO2e by using reclaimed material 
instead of virgin wood.

Coming soon —  
Inhabit, Bayswater
Continuing our collaboration with Inhabit Hotels, we began 
work on a selection of bespoke furniture for their second 
hotel, set across a crescent of mid-19th century townhouses, 
which opens in Bayswater in 2022. In partnership with  
Holland Harvey Architects.

Bespoke for  
 business

WHEB offices
Three metre boardroom table and birch plywood 
lockers created for the offices of WHEB, a positive im-
pact investor focused on the opportunities created by 
the transition to a low-carbon and sustainable global  
economy. The table is handcrafted from solid ash us-
ing traditional joinery, including mortise and tenons.

Lancaster West  
Community Garden
Set of oak garden benches made for a community  
garden in the Grenfell estate. The garden was created 
by	Grow	2	Know,	a	local	non-profit	that	launched	after	 
the	Grenfell	Tower	fire	in	2017	to	support	the	local	
community through the healing power of gardening 
and nature. The project was funded by the Natural  
History Museum.
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Fat Macy’s
Fat Macy’s are a social enterprise providing skills-based cookery training for young 
Londoners living in temporary accommodation.  The tables are crafted from salvaged 
teak workbenches, donated from Imperial College London. This project saved 37kg 
CO2e by using reclaimed material instead of virgin wood.

“ Goldfinger really understood what we  
wanted, our budget, what was important  
to us, and designed a beautiful table to  
the perfect specification. They delivered  
excellent service from conception to delivery.  
Beautiful tables with tangible impact.”

 Meg, CEO and Founder, Fat Macy’s     
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Product 
 launches

Ayrton Collection
Last October we launched our first Goldfinger-designed furniture collection, giving 
new purpose to wood reclaimed from discarded workbenches, kindly donated by 
Imperial College London. We ran an online auction to sell the exclusive first edition 
pieces, raising funds for the Goldfinger Academy. One of the pieces was claimed by 
Imperial College alumni Belen Barbed, a graduate of the university’s engineering  
department who remembers working on the original benches when she was a student. 

On October 6th, we hosted a special launch event in our showroom, including a live  
auction led by Deputy Director of Sotheby’s Giorgia Parodi-Brown, and an interview 
with circular design and craft expert Katie Treggiden.  

The collection launch raised a total of £15,620 for the Goldfinger Academy, with the 
money generating more spaces in our craft workshops for local residents on low  
income, and in addition supporting our work placement scheme for local young  
people not in education, employment or training.
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Erno Collection
Our	Erno	Collection	launched	in	November,	reconfi	guring	
timber off-cuts and responsibly-felled British wood into 
beautiful homewares. Marrying contemporary elegance 
with simple functionality, the collection is crafted in small 
batches in our workshop.

Muse Table
Last summer we launched the Muse dining table, originally 
designed	as	a	bespoke	commission	(see	p.	6),	into	our	
made-to-order retail collection. The table is available in 
elm	(pictured),	oak	or	walnut,	sourced	from	our	sustainable	
suppliers who re-purpose timber from locally-felled trees.

The powder-coated steel frame is available in Forest, 
Terracotta, Chalk, Ocean and Sun — a range of beautiful hues 
chosen to complement the natural tones of the woods.
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3727 meals delivered in 2021
We delivered wellbeing packages to the doors of our vulner-
able and isolated neighbours, including a freshly-cooked 
meal and treats to lift the spirits in these times of need.

Our regular monthly service was hosted by Panella, who 
cooked hearty Sicilian meals from our on-site café. From 
January to June, we provided two additional services per 
month to support our community through the pandemic, 

with help from our neighbours at Laylow who cooked 
delicious meals from their restaurant.

This was made possible by the kind donations and 
sponsorship from businesses including Taggstar, UST, Gap 
and Joli, and the extraordinary dedication of our growing 
volunteering programme that engaged with 84 new 
volunteers in 2021.

People’s 
 Kitchen“ It was truly impressive 

to see Goldfi nger’s 
imprint on the local 
community through 
their teaching academy.”

 Caitlin, Interior Designer

Teaching craft in schools
Goldfi	nger	artisans	continued	to	work	with	Hermès	on	
Manufacto, a twelve-week programme designed to give 
school children an introduction to craftsmanship, tools and 
making everyday objects, partnering with Lycée International 
de Londres Winston Churchill.

New traineeships
In November, we began to develop plans for Future Makers, 
a new in-house programme of free career guidance 
sessions and work placements for young people in the 
local community.

Workshops for wellbeing
We ran craft workshops for our local community, offering 
spaces free-of-charge to local residents on low income, in-
cluding a cardholder-making workshop using surplus leather, 
and	wreath-making	using	seasonal	dried	fl	owers.

Goldfi nger 
 Academy
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6 —	Goldfi	nger	feature	with	the	Ayrton	Collection	in	Crafts	magazine,	Nov	/	Dec	2021
7 — Ayrton Collection launch feature in Disegno Journal, Aug 2021 
8 — London Design Show preview in Elle Decoration, Oct 2021
9  — Erno Homeware featured in Dezeen 2021 Christmas Gift Guide, Dec 2021
10  — Dezeen interview with Marie for London Craft Week, Sep 2021
11  — Peshawar table featured in The Financial Times, Jul 2021
12  — Rest coffee table featured in Elle Decoration, Sep 2021
13  — Wild Swimming candle in The Guardian Christmas Travel Gift Guide, Dec 2021

1 —  Goldfi	nger	x	Inhabit	
curved coffee table

2  — Erno serving board
3 — Peshawar side table
4 — Muse dining table
5 — Wild Swimming candle
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2021 in
the press

 2021 
best sellers



Joe was born and raised in North Yorkshire. Growing up with 
a passion for all things creative, he moved to London to 
study Product & Furniture Design at Kingston University. He 
has since worked within a variety of studios and designed 
furniture and interiors for both residential and commercial 
environments. His practice is driven by a strong desire to 
engage with the local community.

Esmé is a recent graduate from Brighton University. 
Having studied three dimensional design and craft, Esmé is 
a passionate maker and holds a deep understanding of 
craft and the handmade object. When not manning the 
Goldfi	nger	showroom,	she	works	on	her	practice	as	a	
jeweller and silversmith.

William del Rivero
Studio Manager

Esmé Naylor Farrelly
Retail Assistant, Kickstart 

William worked in the creative industries for several years, 
before	moving	into	operations.	Whilst	managing	offi	ces	he	
developed a passion for sustainability and the responsible 
use of resources. Data-driven and stats-obsessed, you can 
fi	nd	him	having	a	blast	with	our	CRM	system	or	delighting	
his team members with his latest cocktail creation.

Guillaume Giraud
PR

Guillaume is a London born, Amsterdam-based communi-
cations & PR consultant with over 15 years of agency and 
in-house experience. A strategic thinker with a passion for 
design, culture and all things sustainable, Guillaume 
possesses strong relationships with a worldly network of 
journalists, industry opinion leaders and tastemakers. 
He holds dual French and Italian citizenship and is perfectly 
trilingual in French, Italian and English. Guillaume was 
educated in both Paris and London and has worked in global 
international cities such as London, Paris, New York, Los 
Angeles and Istanbul.  

Ahilan Sivaranjan
Sales & Pipeline

Ahilan has spent the past 14+ years working in the Cyber 
Security industry. Having a background working with both 
large players in the space as well as experience in the start-
up world. He is most recently working for Palo Alto Networks 
where he manages a set of Financial Services accounts. 
Ahilan’s	work	with	Goldfi	nger	is	to	support	the	team	in	sales	
initiatives, how to manage a sales cycle, and best practices 
across pipeline generation and reporting.

Joseph	I’Anson
Senior Design and Production Manager

Kristel	works	with	Goldfi	nger	on	brand	strategy	and	visual	
expression, as well as helping to develop internal design 
principles and processes to help support its future growth. 
She works as a designer and creative director across brand, 
user experience, and digital products for clients, agencies, 
and	startups	such	as	PwC,	Infi	niti	Motor	Co.,	Nissan,	
Prudential, Trek Bikes, Watford FC, and others.

Tor Burrows is the Executive Director of Sustainability & 
Innovation	for	Grosvenor	Britain	&	Ireland	(GBI).	Her	role	is	
to	galvanize	the	delivery	of	GBI’s	environmental	goals	for	
2030 which will see the business become net carbon 
zero and zero waste by the end of the decade, while also 
contributing	to	a	signifi	cant	increase	in	biodiversity	in	its	
communities. Tor sits on the GBI Executive Committee and 
Chairs	the	Westminster	Property	Association’s	Senior	
Advisory Committee.

Tor Burrows
Sustainability & Innovation

Kristel Cornell
Creative & Brand Consultant

Growing the team in 2022
In November, we were delighted to receive social investment 
from	the	People’s	Postcode	Lottery.	These	funds	will	enable	
us to grow our team in 2022, hiring a Head of Sales and 
Development, two new Designer Makers, a Finance Controller 
and	a	Community	Outreach	Offi	cer	to	supercharge	our	
social impact. 

Team members, left to right: William del Rivero, Carl Blücher, 
Leslie Feeney, Anna Kidel, Esmé Naylor Farrelly, 
Marie Cudennec Carlisle, Joseph I’Anson, Daniele Barco

Sayo	is	a	Partner	at	Leaders’	Quest,	a	social	enterprise	that	
helps	leaders	and	organisations	align	profi	t	with	purpose.	
She is currently on secondment to the United Nations 
High	Level	Champions	team	for	COP26,	where	she	is	working	
to drive climate action from different parts of society. 
Sayo is passionate about strengthening the links between 
business and society, and cares deeply about sustainability 
and	equality.	Having	lived	and	worked	on	fi	ve	continents,	
she considers herself a global citizen, and her experiences 
have fostered a love of international affairs, languages, 
and travel. Sayo is a W10 local and volunteers for the 
People’s	Kitchen.

Sayo Ayodele
Sustainable Business
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The Goldfi nger 
team

New team members New advisors



Goldfinger
13-15 Golborne Road 
London, W10 5NY

+44	(0)	203	302	0900 
hello@goldfinger.design

www.goldfinger.design


